TeamViewer Tensor™ makes the difference in five areas
As a cloud-based
remote connectivity
platform, TeamViewer
Tensor™ enables your
company to provide
fast, reliable remote
support, access and
control to hundreds or
even thousands of
customers’ devices at
the right moment— all
without compromising
speed, security,
scalability, or reliability.
Connect in seconds,
remote help is always
just a few clicks away.
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Enjoy the following key benefits
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Flexibility in usage thanks to a device-agnostic solution
Fast deployment as our solution is cloud-based and allow silent mass roll-out
Time and cost savings: no hardware or maintenance costs, fast ramp up
Secure connectivity with end to end encryption with 256-bit RSA keys and Single Sign-On
Reliable platform that contributes to process reviews and audit
User friendly interface and easy to operate tool
Services to support your specific requirements

Key Features
01 The full power of the world’s
Single Sign-On Security

largest connectivity network is
now available to integrate with
your corporate cloud identity
platform. TeamViewer Tensor™
works with any identity provider
that uses SAML 2.0 for single
sign-on for cloud-based identity
and access control.

Contact
Learn more about TeamViewer
Tensor™. Contact us for a demo or
start a free trial.
TeamViewer GmbH
Jahnstr. 30
73037 Göppingen
Phone: +49 7161 305891183
E-Mail: contact@teamviewer.com

02 With cross-platform support for

Device-Agnostic Connectivity
MacOS, Linux, and multiple
Windows versions and perfect for
enterprises who support BYOD
(bring your own device) or CYOD
(choose your own device) ﬂexibility,
TeamViewer Tensor™ provides an
added layer of network connectivity
with unprecedented simplicity and
accessibility to your team, while
staying within your corporate
security guidelines.

03 The advent of the connected
Comprehensive Logging

workplace has given birth to new
kinds of threats and TeamViewer
Tensor™ brings a new level of
auditability to the enterprise. Now
you can audit every connection
made to and from PCs to the
TeamViewer Tensor™ platform.

04 TeamViewer Tensor™ can be
Silent Rollout

installed and updated silently on all
your corporate devices by network
admins with appropriate security
access. You’ll be able to provide
interruption-free device and
functional support, while keeping all
devices in your network humming
with the latest software updates.

